15.2 Steaming a garment
At the Powerhouse Museum, wrinkled garments
that go on display are steamed rather than ironed.
This is because the heat and pressure from an iron
can speed the rate deterioration of textiles and can
be harmful to older fabrics. The moisture and
humidity from a steamer relaxes the creases in
fabrics. Steaming can be safely used on most
fabrics and will not leave scorch marks. Steaming
also helps to remove old odours from a garment.
It is not recommended on garments with: unstable
dyes; sequins; metallic threads; metal buttons;
mouldy or very fragile fabrics.
Most commercial steamers have a water container
at the base with a flexible rubber tube that carries
the steam into the nozzle. A long metal vertical rod
is attached from the base and has a hook at the top.
The hook is used to hang garments on coathangers
or the steaming nozzle. It is advisable to always
use distilled or filtered water instead of tap water
as this will prevent salts and minerals building up
in the steamer.

table and support it with tulle or acid-free tissue
rolls when you steam it.

Technique
Once the water is boiling, steam will begin to rise.
Hold the nozzle about 20–25 cm away from the
textile. Work your way methodically and slowly over
the garment. A jersey covered dacron ball can be
used underneath the garment to help open out the
creases and allow the steam into the folds in the
fabric. The length of time it takes to steam a
garment depends on how wrinkled the fabric is and
on the thickness of the fabric.

How to steam
In the following photos, textile conservator Suzanne
Chee is steaming an evening dress.

Caution
Steam can burn if it hits the skin, so keep the steam
jet away from your body and wear long sleeves
when steaming. Keep your hands away from the hot
parts of the steamer. Keep the steamer away from
children and never immerse the steamer in water.
When you have finished steaming, unplug it and
wait until it has cooled down before you dismantle
the hose and pole. It should never be stored with
water in it, so drain and clean each part to prevent
rusting. Periodically check for signs of leakage in
the body and the hose.

Assessment
Before you begin, you will need to assess whether a
garment is strong enough to be steamed. For
example, fabric such as very acidic silk that
crumbles when you touch it, should not be steamed.
You will also have difficulty with crepe weaves as
they will shrink unevenly under steam. If a garment
is strong enough to be displayed on a mannequin, it
is best to steam it when it is dressed on the
mannequin. Place a drop cloth under the garment if
the skirt drapes onto the floor, to protect it from
soiling. If a garment isn’t strong enough to go on a
mannequin, but is able to be steamed, lie it flat on a

‘Bird’ evening dress by Michelle Jank, 2008. Powerhouse
Museum collection, gift of Michelle Jank, 2010. 2010/23/1
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1. An assistant lifts up the skirt so that Suzanne
can steam the white lining fabric first. Suzanne
works her way around the skirt lining in this way.

2. To make the padded ball, place a piece of
polyester dacron wadding onto a piece of jersey
and sew into a ball shape. These balls can be
made in a variety of sizes to fit into difficult
spaces, eg cuffs or sleeves.

3. Once the lining is finished, the skirt is lowered
so that Suzanne can steam it. She takes the
padded ball and places it under the skirt.

4. The padded ball helps open out the creases
so the steam can work its way in. Check the
dacron ball for traces of dirt or dye transference.
If dye is visible on the jersey, you should stop
steaming. If dirt is visible, you may need to
change the jersey.

5–8. Suzanne carefully and methodically
steams around the whole garment.

6.

7.

8.
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Items not recommended for steaming

A

Unstable dyes: do not steam a
garment with unstable dyes.
Circus clown costume, 1880–1940.
Purchased 1995. 95/28/12–1

Fragile and crepe weave
garments: garments that are
very fragile or have crepe
weaves should not be steamed.
Circus costume, 1910–40.
Purchased 1995. 95/28/13

Metal buttons: when steaming
a garment with metal buttons,
cover the buttons in acid-free
tissue paper (A) or cotton cloth
to protect them from the steam.
Gentlemen’s court dress coat. Gift of
D Brown, 1963. H7376–1

B

Metallic thread: metallic thread
also needs to be protected from
steam. If the metallic thread areas
can be isolated, cover them in
acid-free tissue paper or cotton
cloth (B) during steaming. If
there is metallic thread all over
the garment, do not steam it.

Sequins: do not steam sequins.
Old sequins are made from
gelatin. Girl’s ensemble, Beril Jents,

Decoration: this mermaid’s tail
has too much decoration on it to
steam. Mermaid costume, Annette

1987. Gift of Beril Jents, 1988.

Kellerman, 1906–40. Gift of the
Dennis Wolanski Library, Sydney
Opera House, 2000. 2000/66/4

88/231–2

Gentlemen’s court dress coat. Gift of
D Brown, 1963. H7376–1
Unless otherwise stated, all objects are part of the Powerhouse Museum collection.
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